
Our clients say the biggest challenge they face growing and transitioning their businesses is

not sales, innovation, geographic location or shifting market trends—it’s PEOPLE. They 

recognize that the strategies are there, but the performance is not. It’s not that the people 

don’t know what to do, it’s that people need help upping their game and teams need help 

gaining momentum.

The 5 challenges leaders must overcome to succeed are also the most difficult to accomplish:

            TALENT: finding impact players who fit our culture

            Taking every opportunity to build LEADERSHIP in myself and my team

             Preparing a SUCCESSION plan that moves top talent up and leaves no gaps when     

people retire

             Replacing dysfunctional dynamics with a winning CULTURE

             Energizing the TEAM around a common purpose and trust, and eliminating       

unresolved conflict

Our business coaching practice makes change possible. 

We coach business leaders to be better leaders of 

people, better decision makers, and better drivers of 

results. Coaching propels management teams, cross-

functional teams, family businesses and boards to 

peak perform. Leaders who have their head in the 

game pivot, increase profitable revenue and enhance 

business value.
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Tapping Human Potential
by Dr. Stacy Feiner

“Globally, business 

leaders cite that people 

problems stand in the 

way of progress.”
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BUSINESS COACHING PROCESS: 

PEOPLE DRIVE THE NUMBER

THE LEADER: Business coaching

The goal is to perform better today than 

yesterday. Sometimes you’re hitting on 

all cylinders and need to find a subtle 

way to up your game. Other times you’re 

stuck, and need a new perspective to break 

through. Coaching clears the way to achieve 

the success you want and deserve. Every 

elite athlete works with a coach. Ambitious 

business leaders should too.

THE TEAM: Bench strength

A common focus of succession planning is 

backfilling senior leaders or family owners 

when they retire. A more valuable approach 

is to prepare an entire workforce to move into new roles and take on new responsibilities as 

your company expands or retracts. Bench strength creates the capacity to pivot in the face of 

inevitable and unexpected variables.

THE SYSTEM: Talent management

The root cause of recurring people problems is that you’re using off-the-shelf workforce tools 

from days gone by. To create a culture that is unified around your strategy and a workforce 

that is engaged and productive, you must build a talent management system that is uniquely 

designed to deliver precisely the standards of performance that you want. 
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Dr. Stacy Feiner is an awarded and nationally recognized business psychologist who has 

helped many Fortune-ranked corporations, academic institutions, and closely-held companies 

overcome challenges to reach goals faster than they ever thought possible. Stacy’s innovative 

methodology—focused on the interplay of leadership, business, and psychology—solves 

complex dynamics quickly to allow leaders to spend more time driving profitable revenue and 

enhancing enterprise value. Her latest book is Talent Mindset: The Business Owner’s Guide to 

Building Bench Strength. To learn more about Dr. Stacy Feiner, visit www.stacyfeiner.com.
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BUSINESS COACHING PROCESS: 

THE COACHING PLAYBOOK

      Energy

      Drive

      Prepare your resources

      Set the course

      Leave it all on the field       

      Improve performance

      Run a very fine victory lap       

      Strengthen resolve
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http://www.stacyfeiner.com.

